Networked learning ten years on: the rise of the virtual graduate school

Supporting the learning and networking experiences of doctoral students

Time and e-mentoring

Book review: The SAGE handbook of e-learning research

Building an online learning community for doctoral research students

Rattling the cages of learning: the development of a university flexible degree framework

Evidently a good way to coach

Time, individual learning careers and lifelong learning

Supporting research students

Supporting first line managers

Study skills for business and management students

Communities of practice

Catch 22 in the workforce?

EMPATHY net-works: impact of an e-mentoring project on e-mentors' learning careers

How do we develop leaders?

Internationalisation: integrating student

E-mentoring: support online

What is it? Approaches to developing shared meaning about the logistics and supply chain industries: lessons from the EMPATHY net-works project

Where has all the time gone? Temporal challenges of women e-mentors

Making an impact: skills for promoting blended learning within higher education

**What is it? Approaches to developing shared meaning about the logistics and supply chain industries: lessons from the EMPATHY net-works project**


**The EMPATHY net-works e-mentoring project**


**Time to learn? E-learners' experiences of time in virtual learning communities**


**Supervising and leading teams in ILS**

Allan, B. 2007. Supervising and leading teams in ILS. *Facet.*

**Developing the best blend? From blended e-learning to blended learning**


**Blended learning: tools for teaching and training**


**The impact of membership of a virtual learning community on individual learning careers and professional identity**


**The challenges of project management**


**Emotions shared/emotions hidden: reflections on emotional dynamics in virtual learning communities**


**Virtual learning communities as a vehicle for workforce development: a case study**


**Four years on: a longitudinal study assessing the impact of a virtual community of practice**


**Juggling with fast and slow time: some of the challenges of project management**


**Virtual learning communities: a guide for practitioners**


**Emerging pedagogical and organisational issues: impact of virtual learning communities in the workplace**


**Women into social enterprise (WISE) project: an analysis of the project and its outcomes.**


**Book review: Developing academic library staff for future success**


**Back to work: supporting professional women's return to the workplace after a career break**


**E-learners' experiences of time**


**Mismatched expectations: The student-lecturer expectation-performance gap**


**Work-life balance: is e-learning the panacea?**
Work-life balance: is e-learning the panacea?

Project management: tools and techniques for today's ILS professional

Book review: Information and IT literacy: enabling learning in the 21st century

Book review: Developing web-based instruction: planning, designing, managing, and evaluating for results

Developing a learning community into a community of practice

Effective projects and partnerships

Management development and social enterprise: making a difference

Comfort, confidence and confidentiality: the experiences of two e-learners

Developing collaborative team working while teaching very large groups

Training skills for library staff

Learning and developing through virtual group work
Allan, B. 2003. Learning and developing through virtual group work. Democracy in a Knowledge Economy, American Academy of Management Annual Conference. Seattle

Developing library staff through work-based learning

Book review: Marketing concepts for libraries and information services (2nd ed.)

Information literacy

E-learning in the workplace

Workplace learning champions

High level student autonomy in a virtual learning environment

E-learning and teaching in library and information services

Book review: The library and information work primer

Learning independently

Project management

Book review: Change management in information services by Lyndon Pugh
Using a virtual campus to support work-based learning students, staff and partners

Working with academics
Allan, B. 2000. Working with academics. COFHE Annual Conference. Cardiff

Training for change: developing ILS staff through multi-skilling and a competency-based framework

Developing information and library staff through work-based learning: 101 activities

Crossing academic boundaries

101+ approaches to work-based learning
Allan, B. 1999. 101+ approaches to work-based learning. Staff development from initiative to action conference. University of Lincoln

Independent learners

Developing a learning organisation

Running learning groups

Promoting independent learning through IT
Allan, B. 1997. Promoting independent learning through IT. Developing Whole College Approaches to Key Skills. Further Education Development Agency (FEDA). Bristol

Developing ILS staff using a competency-based framework

The independent learner: an overview

The independent learner: developing independence in learning

How to use biological abstracts, chemical abstracts, and index chemicus

Training for information technology

How to use psychological abstracts and biological abstracts

Medical information: a profile

Computerised information retrieval system for open learning: theoretical design; application of information technology to realising the design specification; and practical problems of achieving the desired system
Allan, B. 1986. Computerised information retrieval system for open learning: theoretical design; application of information technology to realising the design specification; and practical problems of achieving the desired system. in: Rushby, N.J. and Howe, A. (ed.) Educational, training and information technologies: economics and other realities Kogan Page.

Computerised information retrieval systems for open learning
Many information and library practitioners are engaged in training activities in their daily work, and both need and want to know about new approaches to learning. In Training Skills for Library Staff, veteran trainer Barbara Allan takes the mystery out of the potentially unfamiliar and the mindless from the tried and true.

Welcome to the Staff Development and Training Program. Our vision for the Libraries training program is to establish an inclusive and innovative training program that emphasizes employee connection and development. ITS Training Prefixes ITS Competencies Families. But some people focus on other technical and professional skills until they find they need to catch up with their written communication skills in a hurry. Learn the importance of identifying your target audience and setting goals before you begin writing, tricks for “self-editing,” why the grammar police often are wrong, writing for social media outlets, and why less is more.

Susan Harnett is Medical Information Services Librarian at Borland Library, University of Florida in Jacksonville FL.